The Usual Suspects
Welcome brothers and sisters friends and enemies, I am your host Dawid Yacob Maccabeus I am
coming to you live from Sweden. Today date according to the Gregorian calendar is December 26th
2010 Sunday. You are listening to Signs and Wonders the broadcast that came right on time. Before I
begin I need to open in a word of prayer.
After Opening prayer:
“AHYAH Hevenly father AHYAH the creator of it all. I pray in the name of YAHUSHUAH your son,
your gift to this world. I ask that you guide and keep me in your hands during this broadcast. I pray
that you open the hearts and ears of those that need to hear this message. I ask that you bind and bond
any demonc spirit that desires to hinder this message. I pray that you bless us with your spirt father.
Bless us this day with your wisdom. I thank you father for my humble heart, because only a humble
heart can understand you wisdom and thank you father for giving me the ability to seek out the hinden
treasues in your WORD. I pray this prayer with all my heart, all my soul, all my spirit and all my love
in the name of your gift to this world your son the MESSIAH YAHU SHUA. Haleluyah Haleluyah
Haleluyah.”
Okay thank you so much for taking the time to listen to this message. The broadcast is en titled “The
Usual Suspects” The reason why I call this The Usual Suspects, because it is just that... The same
criminals that manipulated the words of our prophets, and hijacked the history of the Hebrews and
control WORLD HISTORY. Are the same ones that turned our culture into HIS religion and the
words of our prophets into bable.
But before I expose The Usual Suspects, I would like to go over a few points. A few weeks back I gave
a message called “They Live Because We Sleep”. So who is They??? They. Are The Usual Suspects
and they are past, present and future babylon.
Now I will begin this topic with an example on the way I seek out the word. What I mean is use this
broadcast to teach yourself, how to read the words of The Most High AHYAH.
Okay now when we read the word we have to start with a humble heart. What this means is that we
have to stop thinking we know everything. When I hear most pastors or preachers I get the sence that
they feel they can do no wrong. Now being confedent is good, but being concedent turns you into a
PAWN. If you feel like The Most High placed you above ALL then you missed the point. “We are
suppose to wash the feet of the servents of The Most High”. Which means to stay humble, we are to see
EYE TO EYE with each other, because none of us have all the answers. The covenant calls for those to
be priets of AHYAH and you can only do this with a humble heart. Many of us miss this point. How
can you wash the feet of your brother if your to proud to listen to him? A lot of us miss this point and if
you miss this point you miss a lot. HUMILITY IS THE KEY.
Now here is an example on how I was taught to read scripures:
I spoke of the word RUDDY in my previous broadcast called “The Book Of Eli and the Times of
Confessions.” I explain how the word RUDDY is used to distingush race. We are told that it means “to
show BLOOD in the face.” So therefore King David is a Caucasion right? WRONG! Ruddy means

fertility, because when you break it down to it's prime root it means ADAM. ADAM is the First Man.
RUDDY the prime root of the word RUDDY are words like, ADAM, BLOOD, EARTH ! Now when
you use the word RUDDY combined with the name DAWEED it really brings home the meaning.
The word RUDDY. So who invented this word? Was it the translators? Think about it RUDDY “to
show blood in the face” Has anyone really seen a RED PEOPLE, or a yellow people? They called the
Original North American the RED MAN. They called him a INDIAN, NATIVE AMERICAM,
APPACHEE, BLACK FEET, SAVAGES, NAVAHO or any other word they come up with. Did they
ask what this so called RED MAN called his self? What was his name in his language? They are called
whatever english word that is placed on them. Just like the so called NEGRO, SPOOK, COON,
BLACK, AFRICAN AMERICAN or N WORD.
As the word says in Deuteronomy 32:26
I said, I would scatter them into corners, I would make the remembrance of them to cease from among
men:
And in Zecharyah 1:21
Then said I, What come these to do? And he spake, saying, These are the horns which have scattered
Judah, so that no man did lift up his head: but these are come to fray them, to cast out the horns of the
Gentiles, which lifted up their horn over the land of Judah to scatter it.
You see the Gentile the spirit of Babylon is the controller. He can tell you how to think. Now how is it
that he has been in control for the past 2000 years? Because he understands power is knowledge.
This word RUDDY is a perfect example. He impowers himself by saying he is the chosen people. Now
look at this word Ruddy combined with the name DAWID. Now you can only understand this word
DAWID when you take it to the root.
Now here is how this is done.
Go to the strongs concordances find the Hebrew numbers in the back of the book. Now search for the
numbers and the words that are connected to the word DAWEED. When you look at all of the words
that are below the word DAWEED and above the word DAWEED you begin to see a story develop.
For example the word Dawid is number 1732. This number is connected to numbers 1730 and 1731.
This is because the root of the name lives in these numbers. Now take a look at Number 1730 which
means: to boil, to Love, lover – love token, friend, be loved, also fathers brother's uncle, love. Now
look at Number 1731 which means: A pot for boilng, Basket, Caldron Keetle. Okay now these are the
words above 1732. So now look at the words below 1732 and see what they mean. Number 1733:
Aunt, Fathers sister, or uncles wife. Number 1734: loving. Number 1735 Love of YAH or AHYAH,
Okay now here is where it gets interesting! Take a look at Number 1736, 1736 tells us to reference
1731 which reads “a boiling, or a basket” then 1736 continues with the words “MAN-DRAKES” ( a
mandrack is an AFRODEIACT), then it uses the word Basket then again man-drake. Now to finish it
off we go to 1738 the word is DAVAH: DAVAH is a PRIME ROOT WORD meaning: to be sick as if in
MENESTRATION, infirmity. So here we see it is speaking about fertlity. Example: Remmber how
LEAH was able to get YACOB from Rahael for a few MAN DRAKES. After this we read of LEAH
becoming pregnant. This means LEAH knew that MAN-DRAKES helped with Fertility.

Now if you where following along you would notice that this word DAWEED is telling a story. If you
can comprehend THIS it is profound. The ancient Hebrew was written in away that even if they corrupt
the translation. They could not change the story, because the story is hidden within the Ancient Hebrew
Language.
Now look at the Verses that meantion the WORD RUDDY and the name DAWEED also keep in mind
the word fertility or to be fertile:
1Samuael 16:12 And he sent, and brought him in. Now he was ruddy, and withal of a beautiful
countenance, and goodly to look to. And the The Most High said, Arise, anoint him: for this is he.
Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and anointed him in the midst of his brethren: and the Spirit of The
Most High came upon DAWEED from that day forward.
1Samuael 17:42 And when the Philistine looked about, and saw DAWID, he disdained him: for he was
but a youth, and RUDDY, and of a fair countenance.
Now when you see this word you have to think of the word FULL BLOODED or PEDAGREE. Now
who was DAWEED? DAWEED was the seed of YAHUDAH of the TRIBE OF YACOB. He was of
the seed of ABRAHAM and of the seed of NOAH which is from ADAM the first MAN. The first
MAN which had the breath of YAH. Now take you mind to who DAWEED was fighting. He was
fighting the seed of the Naphilium. Goliath was of the seed of the Annunaki. You can see that there is a
lot more to this story if you know how to look.
Now look at this word RUDDY:
Song of Solomon 5:10 My beloved is white and ruddy, the chiefest among ten thousand.
White meaning dazzling atractive, RUDDY meaning ADAM the first man FERTILE like earth ADAM
soil, He is the CHIEFEST among ten thousand. Now this poem was a love poem. Think about the
content of this poem and listen to how it tells a story. Dose it really make sence to say my beloved is
white and red faced? Dose that sound romantic? No she is saying he is RUDDY ADAM...FERTILE
Atractive.
Look at Lamentaion 4:7 Her Nazarites were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were
more ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing was of sapphire:
To be a NAZARITE is to be dedicated to THE MOST HIGH this is why you see the word purer than
snow. “they were whiter than milk” Which means they Dazzel again they where attractive. they were
more ruddy in body than rubies, Now think about this word RUBIES? When you look this word up in
THE ORIGINAL HEBREW you will see the use of the HEBREW character NUN which means
SEED , or OFF SPRING, or HEIR which means to Continue to have children. So when they speak of
rubies they are talking about children. What is more precious then your children? So when they say
they where more RUDDY in BODY then RUBIES. They are not talking about some RED ROCKS.
They are speaking about being fertile.
If you have children you can understand this verse. Nothing is more precious then your children. Now
list to this again. Her Nazarites were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were more
ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing was of sapphire: The word “Polishing” meaning to seperate
or set apart. How many of you heard of a Peculiar People?

In ending this topic I would like to make a statement. If you feel that the things that I am saying to you
is strange then you need to take a second look at the word.
What dose Roman 10:14 Say?
“How then shall they call on him in whom they have not believed? and how shall they believe in
him of whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear without a preacher?”
So the question is who are the preachers? Eddy Long, Creflo Dollar, TD Jakes, Jimmy Swagert, Benn
Hinn, Oral Roberts? Are these the preachers, Robert Tilton, Joel Osteen, Billy Gram? How many of
these men claim to be preachers of The Most High?
So here is the question again. How then shall they call on him in whom they have not believed? and
how shall they believe in him of whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear without a
preacher?
The covanent was made to the peculiar treasure of The Most High a chosen people.
As it reads in Exodus 19:5
Now therefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall be a
peculiar treasure unto me above all people: for all the earth is mine:
Exoodus 19:6
And ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests, and an holy nation. These are the words which
thou shalt speak unto the children of YACOB.
1Peter 2:9
But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should
shew forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvellous light:

Now my last point before I get into this broadcast is this. I remember hearing a show where Georgia
Johnson of “the biblical hebrews of the bible” was guest. She was explaining to the audience who the
peculiar people are. She was teaching that the Hebrews are not a Caucasian people, but an African
people. She was doing this by using Lamentations 4:7. Then I heard one of the host of the show make
a statement saying that she was reaching because he was taught that Ruddy means red in the face and
the word White is referring to a color. He said we are reaching. No Mr gentile we are not REACHING,
the problem is you are not reaching far enough. I make this statement not out of disrepect, but that fact
is we all have been deceived.

30 Minutes Mark Here:

The Torah and the name ISRAEL.
Okay now I would like to expand on what I spoke about a few weeks ago on the name ISRAEL.
Today I will read from the TORAH to be more accurate I would like to read from “The Torah a Modern
Commentary of the Union of America Hebrew Congregation”. Now I use this book for those of you
who need to hear this from the gentile.
Okay now listen to this. This is a commentary based on the name Israel after Yacob wrestles with the
Angel.
READ page 221
Now this is en titled The Struggle:
COMMENTS!!!
Now what if I told you that the name ISRAEL dose not have a ROOT in the Concordances. that the
word ISRAEL dose not flow like the WORD DAWEED. To find the root for the word Israel you have
to use two words look up the word ISRAEL number 3478 in the Strongs Concordances the root words
are 8280 and 410. Now you will notice that the Number 8280 is SAR RAW to prevail or to have power
as a prince. The Number 410 EL means: strength mighty, the all mighty, but used as a diety. Goodly ,
great, god, idol power or strong. This is the word EL number 410.
So what you will find is that the ETOMOLOGY the root of the word ISRAEL dose not fit in the area in
which it was placed. The ROOT of the word IS RA EL has two seperate words. Now place this point
into to your wisdom and listen very intensly as I break this down.
In you strongs concordances you are told to find the name israel you go to number 3478, and right
above you will see number 3477 which is the name YASHER meaning the upright. Okay now when
you read the reference number 3478 which is the name ISRAEL it tells you, if you want to find the root
of this name go to numbers 8280 and 410.
Okay now here is where it get interesting.
When you go to 8280 it reads SARAH which has three Charecters one charecter being the name of
YAH, but there is a small problem. The character for YAH is not located in the name ISRAEL. It has
been removed. Now this is where you need to pay attention. When you read 8280 SHARAW says To
Prevail, Have Power then in brackets (AS A PRINCE) now when you see the brackets this is telling us
that the writter of the concordances add this to the meaning. The name ISRAEL means prince, so we
have to go to the root of this word. Now the root of this word SAR AH can be found in 8269 SAR, now
here you will notice the name of YAH was removed. You no longer have the 3 Hebrew Charecters you
have only two. Which is the correct translation. So what dose 8269 SAR MEAN? SAR = A Head
Person, Captian, Chief, General, Governor, Keeper, LORD, Master, PRINCE, Ruler, Steward. Notice
the word prince. Now this word is not added it is a part of the meaning of the word SAR.
Okay now it gets deeper this word is telling us to reference 8323 SAR AR still the same TWO Hebrew
Charecters, but a much stronger AR sound, this also tells us that this is a PRIME ROOT meaning this is
the ETOMOLGY of the word SAR. 8323 SAR AR = To Have Domination, All together, Make Self a
Prince, Rule.

Now like I explained earlier if you want to get a complete meaning of a word you have to read every
word that is related to it until it no longer speaks, because every word tells a story. (This is how the
Ancient Hebrew works it speaks in parable, (It is a language of profound wisdom.) Okay now the
next word is 8324 SHAR AR = this is another PRIME ROOT WORD, but related to the word SAR
and this means to be HOSTILE, or ENEMY. Okay now the next word 8325 SHAR AR = HOSTILE,
Next we have 8326 = Shor ER now really pay attention to this one same Hebrew Charecters. This word
will start to tie it all together. 8326 is telling us to reference the ROOT word 8324 Remmber it means
“To Be Hostile, or ENEMY” then it tells use the meaning which is to be hostile in the sense of
TWISTING now pay attention to this word TWISTING it is very important. So to be hostile in the
sense of TWISTING the umbilical cord. TWISTING the umbilical cord, (This is the lifeline between
the unborn child and it's mother).
Okay now reference 8327 of the Strongs Concordance start another PRIME ROOT WORD, but it
begins another story, so we end the meaning of the word SAR here. Now try to understand the root of
the name ISRAEL which is SAR breaks down as the ENEMY, but not just the enemy one that is hostile
to the point of twisting the umbilical cord the very link between the mother and her child.
Ohh hold on I am not done yet.
Know let us take a second look at that word EL 410, because if SAR is saying all this. What is the word
EL reference 410 saying. Now remmber the meaning of the words in the Hebrew Language tell the
story. Okay like I said EL is Hebrew Number 410, it has two Charecters these charecters make up the
word EL, now you know what EL means, god, idol strength, power, all mighty, not meaning our all
mighty AHYAH, but an idol. Okay 410 tells use to reference 352 which is also EL meaning: Strength,
OR Any Thing Strong, A Chief, Also maening A RAM, a pilaster (as a strong support); an oak or other
strong tree: - mighty (man), lintel, oak, post, ram, tree. Now two things should stand out. OAK TREE
and RAM
Okay where are coming to the end now Numbers 352 tells us to go to numbers 193, Now here is where
you really need to dig into your wisdom. 193 has the same Two Hebrew Charecters. There is also a
another charecter added to make up the folowing meaning: ool From an unused root meaning TO
TWIST, that is, (by implication) be strong; the body (as being rolled together) also powerful: - mighty,
strength.
Okay did anyone catch that? Remmber I told you to keep your mind on that word TWIST, This word
twist is not only speaks about Twisting the umbilical cord, but it represents the OAK TREE, remmber
the OAK TREE where YACOB hid the idols? Also place you mind on that word RAM. The ram head
being the beggining of the ZODIA symbole. Aries the first month of the year. Aries or Ariel the fallen
angel also known as SURIEL the one that wrestled with Yacob...SARIEL..ISRAEL. Sariel which is
Suriel who is also one of the leaders of the fallen angels Ariel the RAM. Now Ariel is in charge of the
phases of the moon the NEW MOON is when he is most powerful. The NEW MOON falls on the
SABBATH which we are suppose to follow for our protection. The blood of the RAM on the door post!
Power over the RAM which is the angel of death ARIEL or SARIEL
Now are you starting to here the story? If not hold one I have one more thing.

When you search the strongs concordances you go to ISRAEL 3478 and you notice the word above it is
Number 3477 the word is YASHER. Now I hope all yall are still following me, because this next point
is profound. Number 3477 YASHER means upright, straight, Equity, Righteous, Pleased.
Now go to the name below this word ISRAEL ask the question. How come the name ISRAEL dos'nt
have the same qualities of YASHER. This is something to think about. Now to close this topic I want to
use another wittness to prove my point about the name ISRAEL. And guess who is going to teach us?
YASHER the upright!
The Book of the Upright The Book of YASHER
Read the Book Of YASHER!

30 Minutes
Okay now who are the The Usual Suspects?
Here is a quick list of the Usual suspects I will do a more detailed broadcast about these criminals in
the future. For now you should just know that they exist and understand that they have manipulated
Scriptures since the Babylonian captivity.
First the Protogenoi = Fallen Angels this is the ROOT.
Then we have the Twelve Olympians which are the Aninak
Now listen to what they say about ZEUS one of the Twelve and head god of the Olympians.
King of the gods and ruler of Mount Olympus; god of the sky and thunder. Youngest child
of the Titans Cronus and Rhea. Symbols include the thunderbolt, eagle, OAK TREE, scepter and
scales. Brother and husband of Hera, although he had many lovers.
So take you mind back to my recent broadcast when I speak about the OakTree. Remmber Yacob
buried his idols and then he buried Debrorah under the Oak Tree. Now can you see how the word is
telling a deeper story.
So next on tracking down the Usual Suspects.
We have Orphism Religion of the Children of the Fallen Angels
Orphism (more rarely Orphicism) (Ancient Greek: Ὀρφικά) is the name given to a set of religious[1]
beliefs and practices in the ancient Greek and the Hellenistic world,[2][3][4][5] as well as by the
Thracians,[6] associated with literature ascribed to the mythical poet Orpheus, who descended into
Hades and returned. Orphics also revered Persephone (who annually descended into Hades for a season
and then returned) and Dionysus or Bacchus (who also descended into Hades and returned). Orpheus
was said to have invented the Mysteries of Dionysus.[7] Poetry containing distinctly Orphic beliefs has
been traced back to the 6th century BC[8] or at least 5th century BC, and graffiti of the 5th century BC
apparently refers to "Orphics".[9]

Pythagoreanism The father of the occult
Pythagoras started a secret society called the Pythagorean brotherhood devoted to the study of
mathematics. This had a great effect on future esoteric traditions, such as Rosicrucianism and
Freemasonry, both of which were occult groups dedicated to the study of mathematics and both of
which claimed to have evolved out of the Pythagorean brotherhood.[citation needed] The mystical and
occult qualities of Pythagorean mathematics are discussed in a chapter of Manly P. Hall's The Secret
Teachings of All Ages entitled "Pythagorean Mathematics".
Platonism The number two father of the Occult
Pythagoras, or in a broader sense, the Pythagoreans, allegedly exercised an important influence on the
work of Plato. According to R. M. Hare, this influence consists of three points: (1) The platonic
Republic might be related to the idea of "a tightly organized community of like-minded thinkers", like
the one established by Pythagoras in Croton. (2) There is evidence that Plato possibly took from
Pythagoras the idea that mathematics and, generally speaking, abstract thinking is a secure basis for
philosophical thinking as well as "for substantial theses in science and morals". (3) Plato and
Pythagoras shared a "mystical approach to the soul and its place in the material world". It is probable
that both were influenced by Orphism.[71]
The the Church father
They church fathes like the founding fathers are represenatives and the controlling hand that give us
our modern day deception. Men like Sir Fancis Bacon the core founder of present day Mystery babylon
A.K.A the new Atlantis and Men like Manley P Hall thru Masonary have laid the foundation of what
we see today. Men like Clement of Alexandria, the founder of the school of Alexandreia, and Origen of
Alexandria, Eusebius of Caesarea, Philo the JEW, Arius of Alexandrea who inspired the Councel of
Nicea of 325 AD, Ignatius of Antioch, Lucian of Antioch and on and on and on. Men like these have a
few things in come. The first is this all of them are graduates of the school of the occult and sponsered
by babylon. And the second is that they can trace there knowledge back to PLATOISM created by
PLATO then Pythagoreanism which leads back to Pythagoras. Next we trace back to Orphism and of
course Babylon, then we find the Children of the fallen angels the Ananaki and the Nephiliam and then
FALLEN ANGELS.
They live because we sleep.
We sleep because we do not know who we are. And they know once we wake up and call on the proper
name of our father AHYAH, YAH, YAHUWAH father of YAHUSHUAH he will here our voice and
heal our land. Now I am Sorry the so called jew is not it. The ones that call them selves Christians are
not it. The ones that call them selves Muslims of Islam are not it. I say this not to offended. If you are
offended at this statement ask your self a question. Is the father listing to you? Dose this world
represent him hearing you? Over a Billion Musilims and Over a Billion Christians the JEWS are in the
homeland and still this word suffers. They still live because we sleep.
If we want to get back our power first we have to understand where to find that power. We first have to
start with unity and we find unity under the PROTECTION of AHYAH. Now one key to this I
discovered is in the SABBATH. If I have time I will show you where and how we all can get back to
the proper time of the SABBATH. This next section in extremlly important if we want to get our power
of unity back.

30 Minutes

The Calendar
In my opening you heard me state that today's date according to the Gregorian calender is December
26th 2010 sunday. If you download my previous broadcast dated October 10 2010 you will notice that I
speak about December being the 10th Month not the 12th Month and October being the 8th Month not
the 10th. Now the reason why this is important, is because the word tells us that Babylone will change
TIMES and LAWS.
How many of you heard this verse:
Dan 7:25 And he shall speakH4449 great wordsH4406 againstH6655 the most High,H5943 and shall wear
outH1080 the saintsH6922 of the most High,H5946 and thinkH5452 to changeH8133 timesH2166 and laws:H1882
and they shall be givenH3052 into his handH3028 untilH5705 a timeH5732 and timesH5732 and the dividingH6387 of
time.H5732

Now if you think about the one whom wrote this verse you will get a deeper understanding. Now I say
understanding and not over-standing because in our present ignorant state we can not overstand a dam
thing. The moment we puff our selves up to think that we are above wisdom...Say hello to deception!
We can look to Egypt and see when the new moon, first quarter moon, Full moon and last quarter
moon, relate to the Hebrews and the SABBATHS. The first thing we have to understand is this. The
Sabbath dose not fall on a Saturday, Sunay, Monday, Tuesday, Wendnesday or Friday. The SABBATH
falls on the 7th day of every month. Now what dose this means? To find this we first have to understand
the meaning of this thing called a MONTH. What is a month? Is a month September, October,
November, December? Or are these months given to us by babylon? It is vital to know this point a
typical Hebrew month is only 28 days. Now listen carefully. Every 7 days is the SABBATH. 7 days
times 4 is 28 days. 28 times 12 is only 336 days, but 28 days times 13 is the perfect number 364. 364 is
the perfect year. This is a whole number, not a primary number. A whole number is whole holy which
means complete. Now listen to this point. September = 7 which is the seventh moon. October = 8
which is the eight moon. November = 9 which is the ninth moon and December = 10 which is the tenth
moon. Remmber December is 10, Decimal, Decade are you starting to see the picture? How many of
you thought December meant 12 or the 12 moon? If so then you have fallen victim of babylon.
Now here is how to read this correctlly. December is 10 therefore January is 11 February is 12 March is
13 and April is the 1 month of the year. Now think about this. What Zodiac sign represents the first
moon? Aries, Aries is the RAM. Aries is also Ariel, the first moon the new moon. How many remmber
the RAM's blood that was placed over the door post in Egypt on the 14th of the first month on the night
of the NEW MOON? The first month is the Darkest day of the moon. This is a time when the powers of
the occult have the most energy. When Ariel the RAM the angel of death was given permisson to KILL
the first born. He was to passover all those that had power over the RAM, Which was the blood on the
door post. Also think about this The Darkest day of the month also feel on the day our MESSIAH was
hung on the tree. Most likely an oaktree. Messiah YAHUSHUAH was killed on the 14th day of the first
moon on the NEW MOON. The month of April, Aries, Ariel, SARIEL which is ISRAEL.
Now can you see how all the pieces are coming together? Now if my word make you un easy then lets
let the word speak for it's self. But before I start lets hear what Babylon says about the Calender.

It is called “Has the Calendar been changed?
The calendar has been changed but it was never changed so as to affect the weekly cycle of days or
confuse the days of the week. We can be one hundred percent positive that our seventh day is the same
day Jesus observed when He was here.Pope Gregory XIII was responsible for a calendar change in
1582, but it did not interfere with the weekly cycle. Our present Gregorian calendar was named after
him when he made that small change in 1582.
So what did Pope Gregory XIII do to the calendar? Before 1582 the Julian calendar had been in effect
instituted by Julius Caesar about 46 B.C. and named after him. But the Julian calendar had calculated
the length of the year as 365 1/4 days, which was incorrect as the length of a year was actually eleven
minutes less than 365 1/4 days. Those eleven minutes accumulated, and by 1582 the numbering of the
calendar was ten days out of harmony with the solar system. Pope Gregory fixed the problem by
simply dropping those ten days out of the numbering of the calendar. It was Thursday, October 4, 1582,
and the next day, Friday, should have been October 5. But Gregory made it October 15 instead,
dropping exactly ten days to bring the calendar back into harmony with the heavenly bodies. Were the
days of the week confused? No. Friday still followed Thursday, and Saturday still followed Friday etc.
The same seventh day remained and the weekly cycle was not disturbed in the least. When we keep the
seventh day on Saturday, we observe the same day Jesus kept, and Luke 4:16 tells us Jesus did this
every week.”
Lets Break this Down:
Okay now first when you see the name jesus, as a Hebrew your radar should go on. The name jesus
and Yahushuah are not one and the same. Notice the reverence given to Pope Gregory XIII how many
of us knowing what we know about the Popes would send our boys to a catholic church these days? To
top it off this change was during the reformation and the protest. Notice Juilian calendar of 46 BC.
Even the Julian calender of 46 BC is a changed calendar. Also notice the occult number 11 11 menutes
off. How did the church used the Solor System to correct the calendar in 1582? So If they where this
knowledgable about the heavenly bodies or the spears in the heavens then why do they tell us about the
flay earth myth. If you want a real eye opening read about Galileo. The reason why he was placed in
prison was not because of that flat earth myth, but because of a power struggle within the occult.
Now notice how they try to use the book of Luke to seal there point:
“When we keep the seventh day on Saturday, we observe the same day Jesus kept, and Luke 4:16 tells
us Jesus did this every week.”
But when we read LUKE 4:16 it leads us to The Book Of ISAIAH
Now listen to this:
Isaiah 59: 19 - 21
So shall they fear the name of the The Most High from the west, and his glory from the rising of the
sun. When the enemy shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of the Most High YAH shall lift up a
standard against him. And the Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto them that turn from transgression
in Jacob, saith the AHYAH. As for me, this is my covenant with them, saith the AHYAH; My spirit that
is upon thee, and my words which I have put in thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of
the mouth of thy seed, nor out of the mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the MOST HIGH, from henceforth

and for ever.
This first place to look in the word is with the Prophet Daniel.
Now remmber Daniel was taken into bable. He was made head interperter under King Nebuchadnezzar.
When you read thru history you will learn that Daniel was trained for years in the schools of bable to
interpert dreams. The fact is Daniel's knowlegded did NOT COME FROM THE SHOOL OF BABLE!
It came from AHYAH. If you recall the other allumni who could not interpert the dream where so
jealous that they thru Daniel into the lions den. I bring this up because this school of babylon is very
important to this message. Now let us look at Daniel 7:
Dan 7:25 And he shall speakH4449 great wordsH4406 againstH6655 the most High,H5943 and shall wear
outH1080 the saintsH6922 of the most High,H5946 and thinkH5452 to changeH8133 timesH2166 and laws:H1882
and they shall be givenH3052 into his handH3028 untilH5705 a timeH5732 and timesH5732 and the dividingH6387 of
time.H5732

I want my Hebrew audience to play close attention to this part. This is proably the most important part
of this message: Now what dose this mean to Change TIMES and LAWS?
Remmeber the covenant where it says:
“Remmber the SABBATH day and keep it HOLY.”
How can we remmber the SABBATH DAY if they keep change the calenders?
Dan 7:25 And he shall speakH4449 great wordsH4406 againstH6655 the most High,H5943 and shall wear
outH1080 the saintsH6922 of the most High,H5946 and thinkH5452 to changeH8133 timesH2166 and laws:H1882
and they shall be givenH3052 into his handH3028 untilH5705 a timeH5732 and timesH5732 and the dividingH6387 of
time.H5732

Okay now here are a few points. Daniel the prophet was taken into captivity as a child. His name was
changed from Daniel to Belteshazzar. The point to comprehend is this, the name Daniel is Greek
conflation. The name meaning “Judge of the Mighty One (El)” EL meaning “Mighty Spirit Being, this
being is not The Most High, it is not AHYAH” This name Daniel was changed to “Belteshazzar” and
what dose Belteshazzar mean? “Prince Of BEL” spelled B.E.L. Another point to think about is this. If
the name Daniel is a Greek conflation, then what was Daniel's Hebrew name? And if EL is a mighty
spirit and if Belteshazzar represents BAAL, then what is the author trying to tell us about these names?
First what is the meaning of the name BEL?
“BEL or Ba‛al (Biblical Hebrew בעל, pronounced [ˈbaʕal], also spelled Baal in English) is a
Northwest Semitic title and honorific meaning "master , lord, possessor, inhabitant, controller” that
is used for various gods who were patrons of cities in the Levant, cognate to Akkadian Bēlu. A Baalist
or Baalite means a worshipper of Baal.
"Ba‛al" can refer to any god and even to human officials; in some texts it is used as a substitute for
Hadad, a god of the rain, thunder, fertility and agriculture, and the lord of Heaven. Since only priests
were allowed to utter his divine name, Hadad, Ba‛al was commonly used. Nevertheless, few if any

Biblical uses of "Ba‛al" refer to Hadad, the lord over the assembly of gods on the holy mount of
Heaven, but rather refer to any number of local spirit-deities worshipped as cult images, each called
ba‛al and regarded in the Hebrew Bible in that context as a false god.”
Okay now did you catch that? HADAD. Hadad's name was so holy that “only the priest could speak
it.” Now dose this aound familiar? Hadad was one of these gods that came from the Sumerians and
then to the Akkadians. The Akkadians then influenced the Cannanites at this time they where called the
Ugarit some call them the Phoenicians. The Ugarit which are the Cannanites had influence on the
Hebrews. The gods of the Ugarit was usurped by babylonian and then conflated meaning mixed with
the history of the house of YAKOB during the babylonian captivity.
Okay now lets see when the Hebrew Calender was changed:
Here is a some research material and a few facts:
1 The Calender was changed in 1582 then in 46 BC and why back in babylon 449 BC.
2 The Babylonian calendar was a lunisolar calendar with years consisting of 12 lunar months, each
beginning when a new crescent moon
3 The calendar is based on the Sumerian calender.
It was around the fifth century BC when the calendar was fully observational, beginning about 499 BC
the months began to be regulated by a lunisolar cycle.
NOW AS YOUSELF A QUESTION:
Is BAAL changing Times and Laws? Now notice the change started in 500 BC. Daniel was taken into
captivity around 600 BC 100 years or so prior. So here is the begging of the fullfilment of Daniel 7.
Also think about this the Gregorian Calendar is based on 46 BC Roman Calender the Roman Calendar
is base on the 499BC babalonian calender.
Now keep this fact in your mind as I read this final point.
And it reads:
Counting from the new moon, the Babylonians celebrated every seventh day as a "holy-day", also
called an "evil day" (meaning "unsuitable" for prohibited activities). On these days officials were
prohibited from various activities and common men were forbidden to "make a wish", and at least the
28th was known as a "rest-day". On each of them, offerings were made to a different god and goddess,
apparently at nightfall to avoid the prohibitions: Merodach and Ishtar on the 7th, Ninlil and Nergal
on the 14th, Sin and Shamash on the 21st, and Enki and Mah on the 28th. Tablets from the sixthcentury B.C. reigns of Cyrus the Great and Cambyses indicate these dates were sometimes
approximate. The lunation of 29 or 30 days basically contained three seven-day weeks, and a final
week of nine or ten days inclusive, breaking the continuous seven-day cycle. [1]
Okay now did you hear the word Holy Days and Evil Days if you pay attention you can see how the
Babylonians started mixing and changing the meanings of the days. Look at the 7, 14, 21, 28 now
notice these days align with the Hebrew SABBATH days. Now is not that convenient the Babylonians
had the same Holy Days as the Hebrews.

So what was the 4th Commandment of our Covanent Again?
“Remmber the SABBATH day and keep it HOLY.”
Okay now here is my final point:
I found this when I was looking for the meaning of the word ADAR
AND IT READS:
1 Adar - (1313 BCE) - Plague of Darkness
The ninth plague to be cast upon the Egyptians for their refusal to release the Israelites from slavery
was a thick darkness across the entire land so "no man saw his fellow, and no man could move from
his place" (Exodus 10:23). This started on the 1st of Adar, six weeks before the Exodus.
Okay now from this explanation of the Plague of Darkness they tell us that it tooks SIX weeks for the
Hebrews to free from bondage. SIX WEEK really? No not six weeks try with in 24 hours and we find
this from there lies: Okay Now from this lie they are telling us to research exodus 10:23
And it Reads:
Exodus 10 21 - 23
And the YAHUWAH said unto Moses, Stretch out thine hand toward heaven, that there may be
darkness over the land of Egypt, even darkness which may be felt. And Moses stretched forth his hand
toward heaven; and there was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt three days: They saw not one
another, neither rose any from his place for three days: but all the children of Israel had light in their
dwellings.
Exodus 11 4 - 6
And Moses said, Thus saith the YAHUWAH, About midnight will I go out into the midst of Egypt:
And all the firstborn in the land of Egypt shall die, from the firstborn of Pharaoh that sitteth upon his
throne, even unto the firstborn of the maidservant that is behind the mill; and all the firstborn of
beasts. And there shall be a great cry throughout all the land of Egypt, such as there was none like it,
nor shall be like it any more.
Now pay attention to the three days of darkness and count backwards. You will discover that this
lines up with the darkest day of the month which is the NEW MOON. The NEW MOON of the first
month falls at the end of 14th day and in the begginig of the 15th day. If you recall YAHUWAH says
“And Moses said, Thus saith the YAHUWAH, About midnight will I go out into the midst of Egypt:
And all the firstborn in the land of Egypt shall die,” So when is midnigh 12:am a new day. The 15 th of
the first month of the year.
Now listen to Exodus 12 : 40 - 41
Now see if you can spot Conflation meaning the writtings of Babylon:
Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, who dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred and thirty
years. And it came to pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even the selfsame day
it came to pass, that all the hosts of the LORD went out from the land of Egypt.

Okay now Hebrews here is when your radar should go on.

Now knowing what you know about who you are. Did you hear something strange from these versese?
If you feel un easy from my words then I want you to think about this. Identifing conflation which is
bable or confusion, is not questioning the WORD of the Most High. Identifing conflation is doing what
you have promised to do. What was your covenant? You are a peculiar people. Your are Priest of the
Most High. Now If you did not translate your fathers WORD then who did? Who translated our father
words from Hebrew to Aramaic to Babalonian Hebrew to Greek to Latin to English? Do you know? If
not them you better get wise on how to read between the lines. Now as I said from this verses:
Exodus 12 : 40 - 41
Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, who dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred and thirty
years. And it came to pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even the self same day
it came to pass, that all the hosts of the LORD went out from the land of Egypt.

Okay peculiar people priest of the Most High here is your first lesson.
Egypt should be Mizraim because Egypt means bondage Mizraim was the son of Cush.
Four Hundred Years is a lie because the house of Yakob did not live in Mizraim that long.
The word LORD should be AHYAH because anything less is taking our father name in vain.
ISRAEL should be the House of Yacob because you now know Yacob did not wrestle with YAH.
Now I hope time permits because I have another wittness that will confirm this name ISRAEL. Now I
want to be clear to everyone. It's not the name ISRAEL that makes the Hebrews the chosen of AHYAH
it's the covanent with Yacob and Abraham.
So remmber we are going thru this to find the SABBATH the 4 th Commandment of our
Covanent? “Remmber the SABBATH day and keep it HOLY.”
Okay now here is what it says in the book of Yasher. This will give insight into the 430 year captivity lie
and let us know when is the SABBATH. This chapter speaks about Mosheh and the House of Yacob on
the day they leave Mitzram. The house of bondage which is Egypt.
Now Yasher is a good resource, but it also suffers from the Anglo transaltion, but when you start
piecing all of this together it begins to reveal the truth.
And it reads:
Book Of Yasher chapter 81 Verses 1 - 7
And the children of Israel journeyed from Rameses to Succoth, about six hundred thousand men on
foot, besides the little ones and their wives. Also a mixed multitude went up with them, and flocks and
herds, even much cattle. And the sojourning of the children of Israel, who dwelt in the land of Egypt
in hard labor, was two hundred and ten years. And at the end of two hundred and ten years,
the Lord brought forth the children of Israel from Egypt with a strong hand. And the children of
Israel traveled from Egypt and from Goshen and from Rameses, and encamped in Succoth on the
fifteenth day of the first month. And the Egyptians buried all their first born whom the Lord had
smitten, and all the Egyptians buried their slain for three days. And the children of Israel traveled from
Succoth and encamped in Ethom, at the end of the wilderness.
Now I know you noticed the 210 years. That is 220 years less then what is told in Gensis 12. So why is

this? How are they off 430 years? Because the people of the covanant did not translate there own
history. Now listen to this part. “And the children of Israel traveled from Egypt and from Goshen and
from Rameses, and encamped in Succoth on the fifteenth day of the first month.” So what this is
saying is that on the night of the 14th the Most High will passover those that followed the instructions
given to Moses and Aron. Okay now here is something else to add to this. When you understand that
time has been tampared with to confuse us about the SABBATH things start to become clearer.
It is very important for the Hebrews of the House of Yacob to understand, before the corruption of
babylon we followed 13 months not 12. Our calendar had 364 days in a year not 365. There are 28
days in a month not 30 or 31. Our Sabbaths fell on the 7, 14 , 21 and 28 th day of each month which is
every seven days not Satuday or Sunday. The Sabbath means every SEVENTH DAY.
Think about it. What is Sunday? What is Satuday? Not when is Sunday or Saturday, but what.
Here is a simple practice to see if I am talking crazy. Find a calendar. Take away the month of
February. Then take the remaining 11 months subtract 28 days from each month. Then add up the
remaining days. If you do this you will find an extra month of 29 days. You can also try this take 28
days and multiply it by 13 you will get 364 days a perfect year. A whole number 364 not prime number
365. That is 13 months which is 4 SABBATHS every 28 days. The 14 th day being the middle of the
month and the 28th day being the end of the month. Now think back on Exodus 11 the darkest time of
the month was on the 14th the same night as the passover which falls on the New Moon the darkest
time of a 28th day Month. Now listen to this Luke 23 44 – 46 And it was about the sixth hour, and
there was a darkness over all the earth until the ninth hour. And the sun was darkened, and the veil of
the temple was rent in the midst. And when YAHUSHUA had cried with a loud voice, he said, Father,
into thy hands I commend my spirit: and having said thus, he gave up the ghost. Now why did I bring
this up? Because this day also fell on the passover. The First month on the 14 th day which is the new
moon the DARKEST day of the month. Just like when we where free from captivity there was
Darkness, the same thing occurred with YAHUSHUAH.
Now here is on last witness to confirm the LAW of the SABBATH.
Book of Enoch:
Now when you hear that word LAW thinks about Daniel 7 he will change Time and Laws
Chapter 75: Verses 1 and 2
And after this law I saw another law dealing with the smaller luminary, which is named the Moon.
And her circumference is like the circumference of the heaven, and her chariot in which she rides is
driven by the wind, and light is given to her in (definite) measure. And her rising and setting change
every month:
Chapter 74: Verses 1 – 4
And I saw another course, a law for her, (and) how according to that law she performs her monthly
revolution. And all these Uriel, the holy angel who is the leader of them all,showed to me, and their
positions, and I wrote down their positions as he showed them to me, and I wrote down their months
as they were, and the appearance of their lights till fifteen days were accomplished. In single seventh
parts she accomplishes all her light in the east, and in single seventh parts accomplishes all her
darkness in the west. Notice how half the month ends after 14 days.
And from Verses 12
And the sun and the stars bring in all the years exactly, so that they do not advance or delay their

position by a single day unto eternity; but complete the years with perfect justice in 364 days.
Here notice how the book of Enoch states that 364 days is perfect Justice.
So when is the SABBATH every seven days of all the 13 months. Begging with the perfect moon a full
moon between the Months of March and April.

